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AN INFJNITE DECISION PUZZLE

ABSTRACT. We tell a story where an agentwho choosesin such a way as to
makethe greatestpossibleprofit on eachof an infinite seriesof transactionsends
up worseoff than an agentwho choosesin sucha way asto makethe leastpossible
profit on eachtransaction.That is, contraryto what one might suppose,it is not
necessarilyrational alwaysto choosethe option that yields the greatestpossible
profit on eachtransaction.
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One might expect to do better acting rationally than acting irrationally. It is possible, however,to tell a story where one is
guaranteedto do better than a seeminglyrational agentby always
actingin what appearsto be an entirely irrationalway.!
Supposeonehasan infinite stackof dollar bills with consecutive
serial numbers:1, 2, 3, etc. An agent,who startswith no money,
is then offered the following choice,where n is equal to the total
numberof timesthat the choicehasbeenofferedso far:
1. Get one dollar bill off the top of the stack.
2. Get 2n+l dollar bills off the top of the stack, but you must then
return the bill with the smallest serial number that you currently
have. The returned bill is immediately destroyed.
Supposethat the agent does not know how many times he will be
offered this choice.
The first time the agent is offered the choice (n = 1) he accepts
option 2 because the expected return of option 1 is $1 while the

expectedreturn of option 2 is $3. The secondtime (n

=

2) the

agent also accepts option 2 becausethe expected return of option 1
is $1 and the expected return of option 2 is $7. Indeed, since, for all

positiven, 2n+l - 1 > 1, the agentchoosesoption 2 everytime he
is offered the choice. So his profit for each choice is $3, $7, $15, etc.
He takes all of his choices to be rational-after all, he always acts to
maximize his profit at each step.
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Now supposethe agent is offered the choice at 1/2 minute, at 3/4
minute, at 7/8 minute, at 15/16 minute, etc. How much money will
he have after one minute? There is a straightforward argument that
by always choosing option 2 the agent ends up with nothing.2
For any bill k that the agent receives there is a time 1 - 1/21
before one minute when he must return it. So after one minute
the agent must have returned every bill that he received, and he
is left with nothing. On the other hand, an agent who always
choosesoption 1, which would presumably be considered irrational
at every step, would make an infinite profit. One might worry that
irrationality pays so well.3
There is nothing inherently exotic about any of the choices that
the agent is offered in the story when considered by itself. One
can easily imagine being offered a choice between, say, option I
($1) and option 2 ($4 but return $1). One would naturally choose
option 2, and, if one thought about it at all, one would most likely
justify this choice by pointing out that it yields the greatest profit.
The above story, however, illustrates that this fact does not by itself
justify making the choice. In the story, the agent who makes the
greatest possible profit on each choice ends up worse off in the
long run than the agent who makes the least possible profit on each
choice. Where does the first agent go wrong? Not knowing aheadof
time what choices he will be offered, what strategy should the agent
follow at each step?4
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NOTES
I. SeeEannanandNorton (1996) for a discussionof the consistencyand physical possibility of suchsupertasksand a review of the literature.In our story,
each dollar bill can be taken to follow a perfectly ordinary trajectory in
classicalspacetime.
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2. One can tell a similar story where the agentwould with probability one end
up with nothingifhe wererequiredto returna bill at random.SeeRoss(1988:
68-70).
3. Onemight constructan infinite Dutch-bookstory alongsimilar lines. Suppose
the agent must pay $1 of his own money to play. If he had the money,then
he would certainly acceptat each step since he would still always make a
profit eachtime he choseoption 2. Again, option 2 dominatesoption I at each
step, but here, the agentwould ultimately take an infinite loss by paying $1
at each step for the opportunity of choosingoption 2. Unlike other infinite
Dutch-bookstories,the resulthereis certain.That a Dutch-bookcanbe made
againstthe agentwho always choosesoption I tells us that his choicesare
irrational. But what would a rational agentdo in his shoes?
4. An obviousreactionto this story would beto denythat any agentwill everfind
himself in a situationwherehe mustmakean infinite numberof decisions.But
this may be too fast (so to speak).We presumablywant our decisiontheory
to be as strongas possible,which meansthat we presumablywant it to work
evenfor agentswho inhabit worlds whereonecan makean infinite numberof
decisionsin a finite time (indeed,perhapssomethingakin to this could happen
in our world - seeHogarth(1992) and EarmanandNorton (1996) for recent
discussionsof suchpossibilities).Further,if our decisiontheory cannothandle infinite sequencesof decisions,then we underminethe standardpractice
of using infinite models in our analysisand justification of finite decisions
(in the use of infinite Dutch-bookstoriesto justify the axioms of probability
theory for example- seeBannan(1992: 33-44) for a shortdiscussionof such
arguments).
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